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Preface

Sport-related lawsuits continue to escalate in the 21st century. Pressure in the multi-billion dollar sport industry has increased against all who are engaged in the operation of sport. Risk management, long a vital part of business, medical and insurance industries, has become a valuable addition to law and sport in the sport industry. It is obvious that risk management has a vital role in combating the flood of lawsuits that confront all organizations associated with sport on every level. It seems that any adverse decision against an athlete or sport organization results in a costly lawsuit or the threat of a lawsuit. Risk management attempts to curb this trend by providing policies, procedures, safety audits, risk assessments and emergency action plans. Risk management for sport is not easy to define because it deals with complex issues. Herb Appenzeller, a pioneer in sport law and risk management, defines sport risk management as follows:

Sport risk management is a process that develops a comprehensive risk management plan to eliminate or minimize loss exposure for injuries to participants and spectators and avoid financial loss. Sport risk management strategies need constant reevaluation, compliance with legal duties, and the responsibilities to create a safe environment (Successful Sport Management 2008).

John T. Wolohan, professor of sports law, Syracuse University writes in Athletic Business that,

One of the most important tasks is to control or limit an organization's exposure to financial risk — either by insurance or by taking corrective measures that mitigate risks. While there are many ways to reduce an organization's exposure, one of the best is to develop a risk management plan.

He adds:

In developing an effective risk management plan — which can include everything from the frequency and type of maintenance required on equipment to proper emergency procedures and training for personnel — it is essential that sports and recreation administrators try to identify any and all risks that may be associated with an activity. As a result, one of the first steps is to conduct a risk audit during which administrators walk around the facility and inspect for potential dangers. Inspection of all equipment for wear and tear is important, since the facility is liable for injuries suffered on defective and broken equipment that it knows, or should have known, poses a danger to users.

Wolohan concludes with important advice to all responsible for a safe sports environment:

It is not enough, however, to conduct only a single or annual audit. For a risk management plan to be effective, it is essential that the plan incorporate a regular, systematic, inspection program that includes a written record of the inspection, including who conducted the audit, the date, any defects found, and any remedies taken to correct them (Athletic Business 2010).
Todd Seidler, a risk management expert and director of the sport administration program at the University of New Mexico, emphasizes the need for risk management plans, but cautions those who use such plans when he writes: “Every risk management plan is unique and must be designed specifically for each organization and activity” (Seidler, 2011). Seidler advises personnel responsible for administering the sport program: “not to merely copy other risk management plans when developing a plan for their venue or organization.” Later in this book, he suggests that established plans can serve as a guide for a plan, but suggests a specific one for each individual venue or sport organization — not one copied.

Ann Franke, a risk management specialist, writes: “By being prepared and implementing a risk management plan, it is important to make certain that nothing is left to chance” (Franke, 2006).

Scott Clark, Risk Benefits Officer, Miami-Dade County School Board said: “Too often the organizations, which have delegated risk management to middle management positions, are looking to solve their strategic risk management issues with outside consultants.” He advises risk managers to get the tools from the Risk and Insurance Management Society (RIMS) and make resources available to the risk managers within the organization (Risk Central, 2011).

The purpose of this book is to enable sport administrators to develop risk management plans and procedures, thereby making the sport industry safer. The book provides valuable resource material that, while not an exhaustive list of contracts, forms, laws and risk review guidelines and other important information, can be an effective guide on practical and useful information. The material can be adapted and modified to meet the needs of sport at every level.

In conclusion, Ronald Baron, a risk management pioneer, who started the Center for Sport Law and Risk Management in the early 1970s, said: “Risk management helps those who direct a sports program comply with their legal liabilities, provide safe programs, and enable sports personnel to defend themselves and their programs in the event of a lawsuit” (Risk Management in Sport, 2004).
Risk management in sport has become a vital factor in promoting safety for all who participate at every level of sport. It is important, even crucial, that resources for risk management are available to set policies and procedures for sport organizations and administrators.

Thirty-two authors with expertise and experience in risk management have contributed to the Third Edition of Risk Management in Sport: Issues and Strategies. The list of sport risk management authors reads like a “Who's Who” of sport safety. I am indebted to these experts who so willingly shared their knowledge and practical experience to set guidelines for all who are associated with sport. It is true that no one is immune from litigation; it has escalated beyond belief. As the editor I am grateful for such support for a resource for sport risk management.

Appreciation is due to the following people and sport organizations who also made this important book a reality:

• Linda Lacy and Keith Sipe, publishers of Carolina Academic Press, who have promoted a series of books dealing with sport management, sport risk management and other publications dealing with sport. Their vision as pioneers of sport safety has been a source of encouragement to many authors in a field of study that needs attention.

• Ann Terrill Appenzeller for her outstanding effort in every phase and detail of the book. Her knowledge of the legal aspects of sport and risk management greatly enhanced the preparation of the book.

• Todd Seidler, Director of Sport Management at the University of New Mexico, for his constant assistance in the development of the book. His understanding of the law and risk management has improved the book and his spirit of cooperation and friendship is invaluable.
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